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dump, where a lucky hit by a strafing VTOL killed DF-125-01
her vehicle commander and grievously injured the
gunner. Unwilling to flee the area, Pryer manned the guns
and fired blind, shooting down two enemy aircraft before
reinforcements could arrive to support her. She was rewarded
for her heroism by being given her own vehicle command just
a few days later.

Commentary

Record No
DF-125-02

In 3110, Kallon Industries unveiled a lighter
version of their successful Partisan anti-aircraft tank as
a faster, cheaper, but no less effective mobile air-defense
platform. Ideally suited for work against both low-flying
VTOLs and ground-based infantry, the light Partisan features
twin LB 5-X autocannons for effective use against any
lightly armored targets of opportunity.
Tameka Pryer’s Partisan was part of the standing defense
on Northwind, and still bore the original safety seals from
its factory when she received it. Her new crew, assigned
after the battle for Addicks, trained almost daily with her,
and already they demonstrate the fluid reflexes of a welloiled machine in battlefield simulations. Pryer insists that
her crewmates learn each other’s duties to enhance their
own performance, should any of them have to face the same
situation she saw on Addicks. Curiously enough, however, she
personally avoids manning the guns.

NAME: TAMEKA PRYER

Record No
DF-125-01

FACTION: Highlanders
DOB: 06/05/3107
REGIMENT: Northwind
HAIR: Black
Fusiliers
EYES: Brown
VEHICLE: Partisan AA Vehicle
Like many Northwind Fusiliers, Tameka Pryer hails from
descendants of decommissioned Highlander regiments, but
until the collapse of the HPG network, she never imagined
putting her skills to use in combat at the helm of a farm
tractor. Responding to Tara Campbell’s call to arms, she
found herself immediately pressed into service as a vehicle
driver. With almost no combat training to speak of, she
was assigned to a light air-defense tank in anticipation
of an assault on nearby Addicks. During the Dragon’s Fury’s
attack, Pryer’s vehicle was assigned to defend an ammo

VEHICLE: PARTISAN AA VEHICLE
Serial Number: RS0517-146B
Mass: 50 tons

Record No
DF-125-02

Movement Type:
Wheeled
Power Plant:
200 Nissan
Cruising Speed:
43 kph
Maximum Speed:
65 kph
Armor: Kallon Unity
Weave Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
2 Defiance Shredder
LB 5-X Autocannon

